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THE Initial AB-WORKOUT BOOK CREATED EXCLUSIVELY FOR WOMEN—to strengthen and
tone your abs, lower back, and deep-core muscle groups• Strategies for enhancing both body
and mind, from self-image and diet to relaxation and performance• Inside you’ Ab basics: the
key concepts, techniques, and concepts of abdominal teaching that are essential for reaching
the best results•ll discover:• A sustainable nine-week stomach regimen—even an easy ab office
workout that you can do at your table•FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE MONUMENTAL
BESTSELLER THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ABSAfter the phenomenal success of THE ENTIRE
Book of Abs, Kurt Brungardt right now targets this needs of women with a good work out bible
for every stage of existence. Fully illustrated and written in a apparent, conversational style, THE
ENTIRE Reserve of Abs for Females maps the street to a trim and toned belly, slender hips, and
a healthy mind-set. A complete wellness plan which includes stretching, cardio workouts, and
weight training• Workouts tailored for occupied working women and for working out with a
partner, plus age-specific routines for women, teenagers, and women over fifty• A special
section on safe exercises for pregnant women— routines for every life-style: from Pilates- and
yoga-based workouts to gym super-sets—and an application for mothers who want to get back
into swimsuit form after pregnancy•split into three fitness amounts— exercises that target
particular areas: lower abs, top abdominal muscles, and obliques With a wide variety of routines,
nearly 100 exercises, anatomical illustrations, and more than 300 photos, The Complete Book
of Abs for Women is destined to be another Kurt Brungardt classic in the field of health and
fitness.
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Great for Post-Partum After having twins, I tried getting my abs into shape by doing pilates and
by performing a certain exercise ( you can get on all fours, put your hips in neutral - inhale and
let your belly sag - exhale and provide your abs in and hold them for 5-10 sec.). And, yes, there
are pictures as well!5 to three months... I love that there are so many variation - even though it
may be based from one move its amazing how one little variation could make such a siginificant
difference.At this time I'm still in phase one particular for "from baby to beach". however, the
majority of my ab workout routines that I do (which is normally about 2-3 times a week) have
come from this book. Plus, ideal for post-partum bodies. I love to utilize a trainer, when feasible,
an instructor, or a video. I'm 21, however when I would school whatever you could perform for abs
is normally: crunches, reverse crunches, and cross-overs for the obliques.Its really amazing just
how much abs exercises has evolutionized.My just complaint - why he does not have a butt,
thighs, and hips book for ladies?I say that this is great. I've noticed its improved my pilates. In
only 3 workouts, I've noticed my ab muscles have gone down quit a little bit, my posture is
better.Plus, his recommendations for cardio are amazing and I've under no circumstances seen
them anywhere before. At this time doing 5 min sluggish, 5 min fast, 2 min sluggish, 5 min fast,
5 min sluggish is sooo great. I've improved in my conditioning so much currently.I recommend
this publication to anyone wanting to strengthen and lean straight down on your abs.This might
not be very best for someone whos very in shape, but for a person who is not, its a book to
develop with also to grow into. Total Ab Makeover about someone who Doesn't like to Read
This book may be the perfect handbook for beginner and intermediate level exercisers and
advanced levels who might need to revamp their routine or need some extra motivation.It really
is layed out so as to meet the goals and attention spans of people who would like to just look
up some new techniques to revise their routines, who want to find out about getting motivated
for the first time, or the fifth period, or who would like to target their abdominal muscles for the
first time... There are therefore many exercises in here that I've never seen before. I hadn't carried
out any exercise for a long time but this publication helped me ease involved with it. It brought
my stomach muscles jointly in 2.I've tried yoga, pilates, and weight training individually for four
years before We found this book this past year, and while I did see results, my abs were not as
defined as I'd enjoyed them to become, and I needed to learn some new moves. This reserve not
only gave me brand-new ab movements, but helped me rethink my whole routine! After doing
the routines four days per week for two weeks, these were a breeze- then I moved on to level
two. Or, you can examine it beginning to end, and start. I'm an enormous fan of the book!
There's useful and very important tips and details that I've included in every my exercises. Need
to wreck your back again? This is actually the first publication I've come across that experienced
accurate and easy to read instructions on how to do even advanced exercises.but it has a ton of
different exercises that you can do simply for your abs.The first time I tried the level one
workout, I couldn't even touch my toes. It's laid out so you can dive right into some new
techniques, and then go back and read through the chapters if you want. By that point I could
total the exercises but experienced the burn. Now, 8 weeks later, they feel simple. Good book,
the wife likes it Good book, the wife likes it.I've lately added aerobics to my schedule, per the
demand of this books author, and in just two months, Personally i think better, I appearance
great (from size 12 to my pre-marriage size 8) and the routines aren't boring, therefore i don't
dread my fifteen minute exercises each day! I've possessed it for 24 months now but still learn
new exercises and tips each time I open it up.I QUICKLY wanted something to take it further.
Whether your program has a basis of cardio, yoga exercises, pilates, or weight training exercise,
this book provides instructions and moves that will tone your abdominal muscles quickly and



successfully. I definitely recommend this to all or any females, because we deserve something
that's made simply for us! core function that I didn't have, even with all the books and articles
I've gathered. Also an extremely comprehensive collection of all types of exercises so you can
take the overall concept/schedule and select the exercises you prefer best. She totally loves this
publication and continues to be using it. It's an extremely functional, approachable text that
should be atlanta divorce attorneys woman's fitness library. Most Comprehensive AB book for
Women around This really is a GREAT book. In all honesty, I don't practice it regularly; I hope to
soon be able to head to phase 2 and the standard program. They look really good.This book
brought my abs and back to exactly where I wanted them to be.very comprehensive in both
explanations about how exactly and why to do ab & Now I'm prepared for level three. In the
event that you already have his other ab muscles books this is not a lot of new materials, but is
customized to women. Abs For Women-Kurt Brungart This is an excellent book which has
everything to keep you busy working on your abs and not getting bored. I've the men's edition
and my wife loves the women's version of this publication. the shipper was lightening quick, too.
I haven't gotten myself to work through regularly yet. This book provides a great selection of ab
exercises. Ideal for beginners, helped me personally build confidence I purchased this when my
baby was nine months and I wanted to rebuild muscle mass tone in my own back and abs. This
book is old school. It has exercises that can hurt your back again. I was disappointed in it. I
thought it will be progressive and steadily build up your muscle tissues. But, to have strong abs
you will need strong back muscle tissue, something this publication doesn't take into
consideration. There are exercises for all the different ab muscles plus some core muscles
exercises. bought for a pal My pal is incarcerated and does not have use of body sculpting
devices for excercising. Today I can obtain rid of all the others and just utilize this Great for
anyone! Book was in excellent condition. Delivery was slow however. good im satisfied with my
purchase, i received promptly and the purchase price was low.. it offers excellent tips, its a great
book great book This looks like a great book! Abs. I got this one.I personally hate exercise
books because I'm a visual learner. It really is organized just a little strangely but as the writer
explains, it suits individuals who simply want the workout in addition to people who desire to
learn a little physiology too. The pictures are super helpful! Not really for beginners for certain. I
am looking for something similar to this for a while.
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